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we conducted an in-depth characterization of soil viral composition and spatial distribution across five land use types including forest,
paddy field, vegetable field, urban park, and road verge through viromic analysis. Host-linked interactions, lysogenicity, and
microdiversity were further investigated to illustrate the ecological and evolutionary adaptation of soil virome to land use changes.

Samples were collected from soil with various types of uses, including forest, paddy field and vegetable field, urban park and road
verge in Xiamen, China on Jul 2020, which were further grouped into three land use zones as forest zone (FO), agricultural zone (AG),
and urban green space zone (UG).

These soils represent the major land use types, and are closely related to anthropogenic activities. Each land use type was consisted
of five locations, and five replicate topsoil (0-20 cm) samples were collected from each location, resulting in a total of 25 soil samples.

Soil viral DNA was extracted and sequenced. Physi-chemical properties of soil was measured in our lab. All the data were collected by
the first author Hi Liao.

Time:Jul 2020

Spatial scale: Xiamen, China

If no data were excluded from the analyses, state so OR if data were excluded, describe the exclusions and the rationale behind them, 
indicating whether exclusion criteria were pre-established.

All replicate soil samples were successful for DNA extraction and sequencing.

We collected soil sample from locations with various land use, replicate samples were randomly collected.

Soil viral DNA extraction and measurement of physi-chemical properties were conducted by Hu Li, Xin-Yuan Zhou, Qiu-Ping Luo, Xin-
Li An, Hu Liao collected data for analysis.

Soil samples were colleted on Jul 2020 at sunny days. The temperature was 32-35 degree.

Soil samples were collected in Xiamen, China. N24°23'� 24°54', E117°53'� 118°26', Elevation 5-40 m

Sample collection was permitted by the Municipal Parks bureau of Xiamen and farmers of agricultural fields.

Excess soil sample was refilled to the sampling place.




